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Abstract

The evolution of the in#ationary theory is described, starting from the Starobinsky model and the old
in#ation scenario, toward chaotic in#ation and the theory of eternally expanding self-reproducing in#ation-
ary universe. I discuss also the recent development of in#ationary models with XO1 and the progress in the
theory of reheating after in#ation. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In#ationary theory was proposed 20 years ago. In the beginning it looked like an interesting
piece of science "ction. During the last 20 years it changed quite a lot and became a broadly
accepted cosmological paradigm. New versions of this theory do not require any assumptions
about initial thermal equilibrium in the early universe. In#ation is no longer based on the
mechanism of supercooling and exponential expansion in the false vacuum state. It was proposed
in order to resolve various problems of the big bang theory, and in particular to explain the
extraordinary homogeneity of the observable part of the universe. However, later we have learned
that while making the universe locally homogeneous, in#ation can make it extremely in-
homogeneous on a very large scale. According to the simplest versions of in#ationary theory the
universe is not a single, expanding ball of "re produced in the big bang, but rather a huge eternally
growing fractal. It consists of many in#ating balls that produce new balls, which in turn produce
more new balls, ad in"nitum. Even now we continue learning new things about in#ationary
cosmology, especially about the stage of reheating of the universe after in#ation.
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In this paper we will brie#y describe the history of in#ationary cosmology, and then we will give
a review of some recent developments.

2. Brief history of in6ation

The "rst model of in#ationary type was proposed by Alexei Starobinsky [1]. It was based on
investigation of conformal anomaly in quantum gravity. This model was rather complicated,
it did not aim on solving homogeneity, horizon and monopole problems, and it was not easy to
understand the beginning of in#ation in this model. However, it did not su!er from the graceful exit
problem, and in this sense it can be considered the "rst working model of in#ation. The theory of
density perturbations in this model was developed in 1981 by Mukhanov and Chibisov [2]. This
theory does not di!er much from the theory of density perturbations in new in#ation, which was
developed a year later by Hawking et al. [3].

A much simpler model with a very clear physical motivation was proposed by Alan Guth [4].
His model, which is now called `old in#ationa, was based on the theory of supercooling during the
cosmological phase transitions [5]. It was so attractive that even now all textbooks on astronomy
and most of the popular books on cosmology describe in#ation as exponential expansion of the
universe in a supercooled false vacuum state. It is seductively easy to explain the nature of in#ation
in this scenario. False vacuum is a metastable state without any "elds or particles but with large
energy density. Imagine a universe "lled with such `heavy nothinga. When the universe expands,
empty space remains empty, so its energy density does not change. The universe with a constant
energy density expands exponentially, thus we have in#ation in the false vacuum.

Unfortunately this explanation is somewhat misleading. Expansion in the false vacuum in
a certain sense is false: de Sitter space with a constant vacuum energy density can be considered
either expanding, or contracting, or static, depending on the choice of a coordinate system [6]. The
absence of a preferable hypersurface of decay of the false vacuum is the main reason why the
universe after in#ation in this scenario becomes very inhomogeneous [4]. After a detailed invest-
igation of this problem, Alan Guth and Erick Weinberg concluded that the old in#ation scenario
cannot be improved [7].

Fortunately, this problem was resolved with the invention of the new in#ationary theory [8]. In
this theory, just like in the scenario proposed by Guth, in#ation may begin in the false vacuum, but
this stage of in#ation is essentially useless. However, in#ation in this scenario continues even when
the in#aton "eld / driving in#ation moves away from the false vacuum and slowly rolls down to
the minimum of its e!ective potential. The motion of the "eld away from the false vacuum is of
crucial importance: density perturbations produced during in#ation are inversely proportional to
/Q [2,3], so these perturbations would be unacceptably large if in#ation occurred in the false
vacuum with /"const. Thus, the standard description of in#ation as an exponential expansion of
the universe in the false vacuum is misleading since it misses the main di!erence between the old
in#ationary scenario and the new one.

The new in#ation scenario was plagued by its own problems. It works only if the e!ective
potential of the "eld / has a very a #at plato near /"0, which is somewhat arti"cial. In most
versions of this scenario the in#aton "eld originally could not be in a thermal equilibrium with
other matter "elds. The theory of cosmological phase transitions, which was the basis for old and
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Fig. 1. Motion of the scalar "eld in the theory with<(/)"(m2/2)/2. Several di!erent regimes are possible, depending on
the value of the "eld /. If the potential energy density of the "eld is greater than the Planck density M4

1
&1094 g/cm3,

quantum #uctuations of space}time are so strong that one cannot describe it in usual terms. Such a state is called
space}time foam. At a somewhat smaller energy density (region A: mM3

1
(<(/)(M4

1
) quantum #uctuations of

space}time are small, but quantum #uctuations of the scalar "eld / may be large. Jumps of the scalar "eld due to
quantum #uctuations lead to a process of eternal self-reproduction of in#ationary universe which we are going to discuss
later. At even smaller values of<(/) (region B: m2M2

1
(<(/)(mM3

1
) #uctuations of the "eld / are small; it slowly moves

down as a ball in a viscous liquid. In#ation occurs both in regions A and B. Finally, near the minimum of <(/) (region C)
the scalar "eld rapidly oscillates, creates pairs of elementary particles, and the universe becomes hot.

new in#ation, simply did not work in such a situation. Even if the in#aton "eld is in a state of
thermal equilibrium, it may be far away from the minimum of the e!ective potential at /"0
induced by thermal e!ects. Typically, it takes a lot of time for the "eld / to roll down to /"0.
During this time temperature drops down and the minimum at /"0 ceases to exist. Moreover,
thermal equilibrium requires many particles interacting with each other. This means that new
in#ation could explain why our universe was so large only if it was very large and contained many
particles from the very beginning. Finally, even if in#ation in this scenario is possible, it can begin
only very late, at the time which is many orders of magnitude greater than the Planck time M~1

1
.

During the preceding epoch the universe could easily collapse or become so inhomogeneous that
in#ation may never happen [6]. No realistic versions of the new in#ationary universe scenario have
been proposed so far.

All problems of old and new in#ation were resolved in 1983 with the introduction of the chaotic
in#ation scenario [9]. In this scenario in#ation may occur even in the theories with simplest
potentials such as <(/)&/n. It may begin even if there was no thermal equilibrium in the early
universe, and it may start even at the Planckian density, in which case the problem of initial
conditions for in#ation can be easily resolved [6].

2.1. Chaotic inyation

To explain the basic idea of chaotic in#ation, let us consider the simplest model of a scalar "eld
/ with a mass m and with the potential energy density <(/)"(m2/2)/2, see Fig. 1. Since this
function has a minimum at /"0, one may expect that the scalar "eld / should oscillate near this
minimum. This is indeed the case if the universe does not expand. However, one can show that in
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a rapidly expanding universe the scalar "eld moves down very slowly, as a ball in a viscous liquid,
viscosity being proportional to the speed of expansion. There are two equations which describe
evolution of a homogeneous scalar "eld in our model, the "eld equation

/$ #3H/Q "!m2/ (1)

and the Einstein equation

H2#(k/a2)"(8p/3M2
1
) (/Q 2#m2/2) . (2)

Here H"a5 /a is the Hubble parameter in the universe with a scale factor a(t), k"!1, 0, 1 for an
open, #at or closed universe, respectively, M

1
is the Planck mass. The "rst equation is similar to

the equation of motion for a harmonic oscillator, where instead of x(t) we have /(t), with a friction
term 3H/Q .

If the scalar "eld / initially was large, the Hubble parameter H was large too, according to the
second equation. This means that the friction term in the "rst equation was very large, and
therefore the scalar "eld was moving very slowly, as a ball in a viscous liquid. Therefore, at this
stage the energy density of the scalar "eld, unlike the density of ordinary matter, remained almost
constant, and expansion of the universe continued with a much greater speed than in the old
cosmological theory. Due to the rapid growth of the scale of the universe and a slow motion of the
"eld /, soon after the beginning of this regime one has /$ ;3H/Q , H2<k/a2, /Q 2;m2/2, so the
system of equations can be simpli"ed as

3(a5 /a)/Q "!m2/, a5 /a"(2m//M
1
)Jp/3 . (3)

The last equation shows that the size of the universe in this regime grows approximately as eHt,
where H"(2m//M

1
)Jp/3.

This stage of exponentially rapid expansion of the universe is called in#ation. In realistic versions
of in#ationary theory its duration could be as short as 10~35 s. When the "eld / becomes
su$ciently small, viscosity becomes small, in#ation ends, and the scalar "eld / begins to oscillate
near the minimum of <(/). As any rapidly oscillating classical "eld, it loses its energy by creating
pairs of elementary particles. These particles interact with each other and come to a state of thermal
equilibrium with some temperature ¹. From this time on, the corresponding part of the universe
can be described by the standard hot universe theory.

The main di!erence between in#ationary theory and the old cosmology becomes clear when one
calculates the size of a typical in#ationary domain at the end of in#ation. Investigation of this
question shows that even if the initial size of in#ationary universe was as small as the Plank size
l
P
&10~33 cm, after 10~35 s of in#ation the universe acquires a huge size of l&101012 cm! These

numbers are model-dependent, but in all realistic models this size appears to be many orders of
magnitude greater than the size of the part of the universe which we can see now, l&1028 cm. This
immediately solves most of the problems of the old cosmological theory.

Our universe is so homogeneous because all inhomogeneities were stretched 101012 times. The
density of primordial monopoles and other undesirable `defectsa becomes exponentially diluted
by in#ation. The universe becomes enormously large. Even if it was a closed universe of a size
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&10~33 cm, after in#ation the distance between its `Southa and `Northa poles becomes many
orders of magnitude greater than 1028 cm. We see only a tiny part of the huge cosmic balloon. That
is why nobody has ever seen how parallel lines cross. That is why the universe looks so #at.

If one considers a universe which initially consisted of many domains with chaotically distrib-
uted scalar "eld / (or if one considers di!erent universes with di!erent values of the "eld), then
domains in which the scalar "eld was too small never in#ated. The main contribution to the total
volume of the universe will be given by those domains which originally contained large scalar "eld
/. In#ation of such domains creates huge homogeneous islands out of initial chaos. Each
homogeneous domain in this scenario is much greater than the size of the observable part of the
universe.

The "rst models of chaotic in#ation were based on the theories with polynomial potentials, such
as <(/)"$(m2/2)/2#(j/4)/4. But the main idea of this scenario is quite generic. One should
consider any particular potential <(/), polynomial or not, with or without spontaneous symmetry
breaking, and study all possible initial conditions without assuming that the universe was in a state
of thermal equilibrium, and that the "eld / was in the minimum of its e!ective potential from the
very beginning [9].

This scenario strongly deviated from the standard lore of the hot big bang theory and was
psychologically di$cult to accept. Indeed, according to the old and new in#ation, the universe
initially was hot, then there was a short intermediate stage of in#ation, and then the universe
became hot again. Chaotic in#ation eliminated the necessity of the standard assumption of the hot
big bang and thermal equilibrium in the early universe.

Gradually, however, it became clear that the idea of chaotic initial conditions is most general,
and that it is much easier to construct a consistent cosmological theory without making unnecess-
ary assumptions about thermal equilibrium and high-temperature phase transitions in the early
universe.

Many other versions of in#ationary cosmology have been proposed since 1983. Most of them are
based not on the theory of high-temperature phase transitions, as in old and new in#ation, but on
the idea of chaotic initial conditions, which is the de"nitive feature of the chaotic in#ation scenario.

2.2. Hybrid inyation

In the previous section we considered the simplest chaotic in#ation theory based on the theory of
a single scalar "eld /. The models of chaotic in#ation based on the theory of two scalar "elds may
have some qualitatively new features. One of the most interesting models of this kind is the hybrid
in#ation scenario [10]. The simplest version of this scenario is based on chaotic in#ation in the
theory of two scalar "elds with the e!ective potential

<(p,/)"(1/4j)(M2!jp2)2#(m2/2)/2#(g2/2)/2p2 . (4)

The e!ective mass squared of the "eld p is equal to !M2#g2/2. Therefore for /'/
c
"M/g the

only minimum of the e!ective potential <(p,/) is at p"0. The curvature of the e!ective potential
in the p-direction is much greater than in the /-direction. Thus at the "rst stages of expansion
of the universe the "eld p rolled down to p"0, whereas the "eld / could remain large for a much
longer time.
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At the moment when the in#aton "eld / becomes smaller than /
c
"M/g, the phase transition

with the symmetry breaking occurs. If m2/2
c
"m2M2/g2;M4/j, the Hubble constant at the time

of the phase transition is given by H2"2pM4/3jM2
1
. If one assumes that M2<jm2/g2 and that

m2;H2, then the universe at /'/
c
undergoes a stage of in#ation, which abruptly ends at /"/

c
.

One of the advantages of this scenario is the possibility to obtain small density perturbations
even if coupling constants are large, j, g"O(1). This scenario works if the e!ective potential has
a relatively #at /-direction. But #at directions often appear in supersymmetric theories. This makes
hybrid in#ation an attractive playground for those who wants to achieve in#ation in supergravity.

Another advantage of this scenario is a possibility to have in#ation at /&M/g;M
1
. (This

happens because the slow rolling of the "eld / in this scenario is supported not by the energy of the
"eld / as in the scenario described in the previous section, but by the energy of the "eld p.) This
helps to avoid problems which may appear if the e!ective potential in supergravity and string
theory blows up at /'M

1
. Several di!erent models of hybrid in#ation in supergravity have been

proposed during the last few years (F-term in#ation [11], D-term in#ation [12], etc.) A detailed
discussion of various versions of hybrid in#ation in supersymmetric theories can be found in [13].

3. Quantum 6uctuations and density perturbations

The vacuum structure in the exponentially expanding universe is much more complicated than
in ordinary Minkowski space. The wavelengths of all vacuum #uctuations of the scalar "eld / grow
exponentially during in#ation. When the wavelength of any particular #uctuation becomes greater
than H~1, this #uctuation stops oscillating, and its amplitude freezes at some nonzero value d/(x)
because of the large friction term 3H/Q in the equation of motion of the "eld /. The amplitude of
this #uctuation then remains almost unchanged for a very long time, whereas its wavelength grows
exponentially. Therefore, the appearance of such a frozen #uctuation is equivalent to the appear-
ance of a classical "eld d/(x) that does not vanish after averaging over macroscopic intervals of
space and time.

Because the vacuum contains #uctuations of all wavelengths, in#ation leads to the creation of
more and more new perturbations of the classical "eld with wavelengths greater than H~1.
The average amplitude of such perturbations generated during a time interval H~1 (in which the
universe expands by a factor of e) is given by

Dd/(x)D+H/2p"J2<(/)/3pM2
1

. (5)

Fluctuations of the "eld / lead to adiabatic density perturbations do&<@(/)d/, which grow after
in#ation, and at the stage of the cold matter dominance acquire the amplitude [2,3,6]

do/o"(16J6p/5)<3@2/<@ . (6)

Here / is the value of the classical "eld /(t) (4), at which the #uctuation we consider has the
wavelength l&k~1&H~1(/) and becomes frozen in amplitude. In the simplest theory of the
massive scalar "eld with <(/)"(m2/2)/2 one has

do/o"(8J3p/5)m/2 . (7)
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Taking into account (3) and also the expansion of the universe by about 1030 times after the end of
in#ation, one can obtain the following result for the density perturbations with the wavelength
l(cm) at the moment when these perturbations begin growing and the process of the galaxy
formation starts

do/o&m ln l(cm) . (8)

The de"nition of do/o used in [6] corresponds to COBE data for do/o&5]10~5. This gives
m&10~6, in Planck units, which is equivalent to 1013GeV.

An important feature of the spectrum of density perturbations is its #atness: do/o in our model
depends on the scale l only logarithmically. Flatness of the spectrum of do/o together with #atness
of the universe (X"1) constitute the two most robust predictions of in#ationary cosmology. It is
possible to construct models where do/o changes in a very peculiar way, and it is also possible to
construct theories where XO1, but it is not easy to do so. Still such possibility does exist; we will
discuss it later.

4. From the big bang theory to the theory of eternal in6ation

A signi"cant step in the development of in#ationary theory which I would like to discuss here is
the discovery of the process of self-reproduction of in#ationary universe. This process was known
to exist in old in#ationary theory [4] and in the new one [14], but it is especially surprising and
leads to most profound consequences in the context of the chaotic in#ation scenario [15]. It
appears that in many models large scalar "eld during in#ation produces large quantum #uctu-
ations which may locally increase the value of the scalar "eld in some parts of the universe. These
regions expand at a greater rate than their parent domains, and quantum #uctuations inside them
lead to production of new in#ationary domains which expand even faster. This surprising behavior
leads to an eternal process of self-reproduction of the universe.

To understand the mechanism of self-reproduction one should remember that the processes
separated by distances l greater than H~1 proceed independently of one another. This is so because
during exponential expansion the distance between any two objects separated by more than H~1
is growing with a speed exceeding the speed of light. As a result, an observer in the in#ationary
universe can see only the processes occurring inside the horizon of the radius H~1.

An important consequence of this general result is that the process of in#ation in any spatial
domain of radius H~1 occurs independently of any events outside it. In this sense any in#ationary
domain of initial radius exceeding H~1 can be considered as a separate mini-universe.

To investigate the behavior of such a mini-universe, with an account taken of quantum
#uctuations, let us consider an in#ationary domain of initial radius H~1 containing su$ciently
homogeneous "eld with initial value /<M

1
. Eq. (3) implies that during a typical time interval

*t"H~1 the "eld inside this domain will be reduced by */"M2
1
/4p/. By comparison this

expression with Dd/(x)D+H/2p"J2<(/)/3pM2
1
&m//3M

1
one can easily see that if / is much

less than /H&(M
1
/3)JM

1
/m, then the decrease of the "eld / due to its classical motion is much

greater than the average amplitude of the quantum #uctuations d/ generated during the same time.
But for /</H one has d/(x)<*/. Because the typical wavelength of the #uctuations d/(x)
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generated during the time is H~1, the whole domain after *t"H~1 e!ectively becomes divided
into e3&20 separate domains (mini-universes) of radius H~1, each containing almost homo-
geneous "eld /!*/#d/. In almost a half of these domains the "eld / grows by
Dd/(x)D!*/+Dd/(x)D"H/2p, rather than decreases. This means that the total volume of the
universe containing growing "eld / increases 10 times. During the next time interval *t"H~1 the
situation repeats. Thus, after the two time intervals H~1 the total volume of the universe containing
the growing scalar "eld increases 100 times, etc. The universe enters eternal process of self-
reproduction.

This e!ect is very unusual. Its investigation still brings us new unexpected results. For example,
for a long time it was believed that self-reproduction in the chaotic in#ation scenario can occur
only if the scalar "eld / is greater than /H [15]. However, it was shown in [16] that if the size of the
initial in#ationary domain is large enough, then the process of self-reproduction of the universe
begins for all values of the "eld / for which in#ation is possible (for /'M

1
in the theory (m2/2)/2).

This result is based on the investigation of the probability of quantum jumps with amplitude
d/<H/2p.

Until now we have considered the simplest in#ationary model with only one scalar "eld, which
had only one minimum of its potential energy. Meanwhile, realistic models of elementary particles
propound many kinds of scalar "elds. For example, in the uni"ed theories of weak, strong and
electromagnetic interactions, at least two other scalar "elds exist. The potential energy of these
scalar "elds may have several di!erent minima. This means that the same theory may have di!erent
`vacuum statesa, corresponding to di!erent types of symmetry breaking between fundamental
interactions, and, as a result, to di!erent laws of low-energy physics.

As a result of quantum jumps of the scalar "elds during in#ation, the universe may become
divided into in"nitely many exponentially large domains that have di!erent laws of low-energy
physics. Note that this division occurs even if the whole universe originally began in the same state,
corresponding to one particular minimum of potential energy.

To illustrate this scenario, we present here the results of computer simulations of evolution of
a system of two scalar "elds during in#ation. The "eld / is the in#aton "eld driving in#ation; it is
shown by the height of the distribution of the "eld /(x, y) in a two-dimensional slice of the universe.
The "eld s determines the type of spontaneous symmetry breaking which may occur in the theory.
We paint the surface black if this "eld is in a state corresponding to one of the two minima of its
e!ective potential; we paint it white if it is in the second minimum corresponding to a di!erent type
of symmetry breaking, and therefore to a di!erent set of laws of low-energy physics.

In the beginning of the process the whole in#ationary domain was black, and the distribution of
both "elds was very homogeneous. Then the domain became exponentially large (but it has the
same size in comoving coordinates, as shown in Fig. 2). Each peak of the mountains corresponds to
nearly Planckian density and can de interpreted as a beginning of a new `Big Banga. The laws of
physics are rapidly changing there, but they become "xed in the parts of the universe where the "eld
/ becomes small. These parts correspond to valleys in Fig. 2. Thus, quantum #uctuations of the
scalar "elds divide the universe into exponentially large domains with di!erent laws of low-energy
physics, and with di!erent values of energy density.

If this scenario is correct, then physics alone cannot provide a complete explanation for all
properties of our part of the universe. The same physical theory may yield large parts of
the universe that have diverse properties. According to this scenario, we "nd ourselves inside
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Fig. 2. Evolution of scalar "elds / and s during the process of self-reproduction of the universe. The height of the
distribution shows the value of the "eld / which drives in#ation. The surface is painted black in those parts of the
universe where the scalar "eld s is in the "rst minimum of its e!ective potential, and white where it is in the second
minimum. Laws of low-energy physics are di!erent in the regions of di!erent color. The peaks of the `mountainsa
correspond to places where quantum #uctuations bring the scalar "elds back to the Planck density. Each of such places
in a certain sense can be considered as a beginning of a new big bang.

a four-dimensional domain with our kind of physical laws not because domains with di!erent
dimensionality and with alternate properties are impossible or improbable, but simply because our
kind of life cannot exist in other domains.

This consideration is based on the anthropic principle, which was not very popular among
physicists for two main reasons. First of all, it was based on the assumption that the universe was
created many times until the "nal success. Second, it would be much easier (and quite su$cient) to
achieve this success in a small vicinity of the Solar system rather than in the whole observable part
of our universe.
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Both objections can be answered in the context of the theory of eternal in#ation. First of all, the
universe indeed reproduces itself in all its possible versions. Second, if the conditions suitable for
the existence of life appear in a small vicinity of the Solar system, then because of in#ation the same
conditions will exist in a domain much greater than the observable part of the universe. This means
that in#ationary theory for the "rst time provides real physical justi"cation of the anthropic
principle [6,16}19].

Thus, during the last 10 years in#ationary theory changed considerably. It has broken an
umbilical cord connecting it with the old big bang theory, as well as with old and new in#ation, and
acquired an independent life of its own. For the practical purposes of describing the observable part
of our universe one may still speak about the big bang, just as one can still use Newtonian gravity
theory to describe the Solar system with very high precision. However, if one tries to understand
the beginning of the universe, or its end, or its global structure, then some of the notions of the big
bang theory become inadequate.

Instead of one single big bang producing a single-bubble universe, we are speaking now about
in#ationary bubbles producing new bubbles, producing new bubbles, ad inxnitum. In the new
theory there is no end of the universe evolution, and the notion of the big bang loses its dominant
position, being removed to the inde"nite past.

From this new perspective many old problems of cosmology, including the problem of initial
conditions, look much less profound than they seemed before. In many versions of in#ationary
theory it can be shown that the fraction of the volume of the universe with given properties
(with given values of "elds, with a given density of matter, etc.) does not depend on time, both at
the stage of in#ation and even after it. Thus each part of the universe evolves in time, but the
universe as a whole may be stationary, and the properties of its parts do not depend on the initial
conditions [16].

Of course, this happens only for the (rather broad) set of initial conditions which lead to
self-reproduction of the universe. However, only "nite number of observers live in the universes
created in a state with initial conditions which do not allow self-reproduction, whereas in"nitely
many observers can live in the universes with the conditions which allow self-reproduction. Thus,
it seems plausible that we (if we are typical, and live in the place where most observers do) should
live in the universe created in a state with initial conditions which allow self-reproduction. On
the other hand, stationarity of the self-reproducing universe implies that an exact knowledge of
these initial conditions in a self-reproducing universe is irrelevant for the investigation of its future
evolution [16].

5. Open in6ation

Until very recently, we did not have any consistent cosmological models describing a homogene-
ous open universe. Even though the Friedmann open universe model did exist, it did not appear to
make any sense to assume that all parts of an in"nite universe can be created simultaneously and
have the same value of energy density everywhere.

A physically consistent model of open universe was proposed only after the invention of
in#ationary cosmology. (This is somewhat paradoxical, because most of in#ationary models
predict that the universe must be #at.) The main idea was to use the well-known fact that the
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bubbles created in the process of quantum tunneling tend to have spherically symmetric shape, and
homogeneous interior, if the tunneling probability is strongly suppressed. Bubble formation in the
false vacuum is described by the Coleman}De Luccia (CDL) instantons [20]. Any bubble formed
by this mechanism looks from inside like an in"nite open universe [20,21]. If this universe
continues in#ating inside the bubble, then we obtain an open in#ationary universe. Then by
a certain "ne tuning of parameters one can get any value of X in the range 0(X(1 [22].

Even though the basic idea of this scenario was pretty simple, it was very di$cult to "nd
a realistic open in#ation model. The general scenario proposed in [22] was based on investigation
of chaotic in#ation and tunneling in the theories of one scalar "eld /. There were many papers
containing a detailed investigation of density perturbations, anisotropy of the microwave back-
ground radiation, and gravitational wave production in this scenario. However, no models
where this scenario could be successfully realized have been proposed until very recently. As it
was shown in [23], in the simplest models with polynomial potentials of the type of
(m2/2)/2!(d/3)/3#(j/4)/4 the tunneling occurs not by bubble formation, but by jumping onto
the top of the potential barrier described by the Hawking}Moss instanton [24]. This process leads
to formation of inhomogeneous domains of a new phase, and the whole scenario fails. The main
reason for this failure was in fact rather generic: CDL instantons exist only if D<AD'H2 during the
tunneling. Meanwhile, in#ation, which, according to [22], begins immediately after the tunneling,
typically requires D<AD;H2. These two conditions are nearly incompatible.

Recently, an attempt has been made to describe the quantum creation of an open universe in the
one-"eld models of chaotic in#ation with the simplest potentials of the type of /n without any need
for the Coleman}De Luccia bubble formation [25]. Unfortunately, all existing versions of this
scenario lead to a structureless universe with X"10~2 [25,26]. The only exception is the model
proposed by Barvinsky, which is based on investigation of the one-loop e!ective action in a theory
of a scalar "eld with an extremely large (and "ne-tuned) nonminimal coupling to gravity [27].
However, this model requires "ne tuning, which defeats the main purpose of the scenario proposed
in [25]. Also, just as the original model of Ref. [25], it is based on the assumption that the quantum
creation of the universe is described by the Hartle}Hawking wave function [28]. Meanwhile,
according to [26,29,6,16], the Hartle}Hawking wave function describes the ground state of the
universe rather than the probability of the quantum creation of the universe. Instead of describing
the creation of the universe and its subsequent relaxation to the minimum of the e!ective potential,
which is the essence of in#ationary theory, it describes the "nal state to which the universe should
eventually evolve. Not surprisingly, this ground state corresponds to the minimum of <(/). If for
whatever reason one interprets this state as an initial state for in#ation, then one "nds that in
a typical universe in#ation is impossible. This is the main reason why the Hartle}Hawking wave
function fails to predict a long stage of in#ation and reasonably large X in most of in#ationary
models [28,25]. Another problem of this scenario is related to the singular nature of the
Hawking}Turok instanton [26,30].

An additional subtlety is that the simple theories studied in [25] the universe may enter the
process of self-reproduction. Even if the universe initially is formed in a state with very small / near
the end of in#ation, there is a small but "nite probability of large jumps back to very large values of
the "eld /, where the process of self-reproduction of the universe begins. As a result, an in"nite
open universe becomes divided into many di!erent domains with di!erent (local) values of X. In
those parts of the universe which do not jump up X remains extremely small and life is impossible
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as in the original scenario of Ref. [25]. In those domains where the "eld jumps up and self-
reproduction begins, the universe becomes locally #at with X"1 [26].

Thus, for a long time we did not have any consistent and unambiguous realization of the
one-"eld open universe model predicting 0.2(X(1, neither of the type of [22], nor of the type of
[25]. Fortunately, consistent models of one-"eld open in#ation do exist [31]. E!ective potential in
these models has a sharp peak at large /. During the tunneling and soon after it the condition
D<AD;H2 is violated in this model. As a result, spectrum of density perturbations has a deep
minimum on the horizon scale. This leads to several distinctive features of the CMB anisotropy in
this class of models [32].

Some problems of the open in#ation models can be avoided if one considers models of two scalar
"elds [23]. In this scenario the bubble formation occurs due to tunneling with respect to one of the
"elds which has a steep barrier in its potential. Meanwhile, the role of the in#aton inside the bubble
is played by another "eld, rolling along a #at direction `orthogonala to the direction of quantum
tunneling. In#ationary models of this type have many interesting features. In these models the
universe consists of in"nitely many expanding bubbles immersed into an exponentially expanding
false vacuum state. Interior of each of these bubbles looks like an in"nitely large open universe, but
the values of X in these universes may take any value from 1 to 0.

Many versions of these two-"eld models have been considered in the recent literature, for
a review see e.g. [33]. Strictly speaking, however, the two-"eld models describe quasi-open
universes rather than the open ones. The reason why the interior of the bubble in the one-"eld
model can be associated with an open universe is based on the possibility to use this "eld as a clock,
which is most suitable for the description of the processes inside the bubble from the point of view
of an internal observer. If one has two "elds, they are not always perfectly synchronized, which may
lead to deviations of the internal geometry from the geometry of an open universe [23] and may
even create exponentially large quasi-open regions with di!erent X within each bubble [34].

All of these models are rather complicated, and it is certainly true that the models which lead to
X"1 are much more abundant and natural. Therefore, #atness of the universe remains a robust
prediction of most of the in#ationary models. However, it is encouraging that in#ationary theory is
versatile enough to include models with all possible values of X.

6. Reheating after in6ation

The theory of reheating of the universe after in#ation is the most important application of the
quantum theory of particle creation, since almost all matter constituting the universe was created
during this process.

At the stage of in#ation all energy is concentrated in a classical slowly moving in#aton "eld /.
Soon after the end of in#ation this "eld begins to oscillate near the minimum of its e!ective
potential. Eventually, it produces many elementary particles, they interact with each other and
come to a state of thermal equilibrium with some temperature ¹

r
.

Elementary theory of this process was developed many years ago [35]. It was based on the
assumption that the oscillating in#aton "eld can be considered as a collection of noninteracting
scalar particles, each of which decays separately in accordance with perturbation theory of particle
decay. However, recently it was understood that in many in#ationary models the "rst stages of
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reheating occur in a regime of a broad parametric resonance. To distinguish this stage from the
subsequent stages of slow reheating and thermalization, it was called preheating [36]. The energy
transfer from the in#aton "eld to other bose "elds and particles during preheating is extremely
e$cient.

To explain the main idea of the new scenario we will consider "rst the simplest model of chaotic
in#ation with the e!ective potential <(/)"(m2/2)/2, and with the interaction Lagrangian
!1

2
g2/2s2!htM ts. We will take m"10~6M

1
, as required by microwave background anisotropy

[6], and in the beginning we will assume for simplicity that s particles do not have a bare mass, i.e.
ms(/)"gD/D.

In this model in#ation occurs at D/D'0.3M
1

[6]. Suppose for de"niteness that initially / is large
and negative, and in#ation ends at /&!0.3M

1
. After that the "eld / rolls to /"0, then it grows

up to 10~1M
1
&1018GeV, and "nally rolls back and oscillates about /"0 with a gradually

decreasing amplitude.
We will assume that g'10~5 [36], which implies gM

1
'102m for the realistic value of the mass

m&10~6M
1
. Thus, immediately after the end of in#ation, when /&M

1
/3, the e!ective mass gD/D

of the "eld s is much greater than m. It decreases when the "eld / moves down, but initially this
process remains adiabatic, Dm5 s D;m2s .

Particle production occurs at the time when the adiabaticity condition becomes violated, i.e.
when Dm5 s D&gD/Q D becomes greater than m2s"g2/2. This happens only when the "eld / rolls close to
/"0. The velocity of the "eld at that time was D/Q

0
D+mM

1
/10+10~7M

1
. The process becomes

nonadiabatic for g2/2(gD/Q
0
D, i.e. for !/H(/(/H , where /H&JD/Q

0
D/g [36]. Note that for

g<10~5 the interval !/H(/(/H is very narrow: /H;M
1
/10. As a result, the process of

particle production occurs nearly instantaneously, within the time

*tH&/H/D/Q
0
D&(gD/Q

0
D)~1@2 . (9)

This time interval is much smaller than the age of the universe, so all e!ects related to the expansion
of the universe can be neglected during the process of particle production. The uncertainty
principle implies in this case that the created particles will have typical momenta
k&(*tH )~1&(gD/Q

0
D)1@2. The occupation number n

k
of s particles with momentum k is equal to

zero all the time when it moves toward /"0. When it reaches /"0 (or, more exactly, after it
moves through the small region !/H(/(/H) the occupation number suddenly (within the
time *tH) acquires the value [36]

n
k
"exp(!pk2/gD/Q

0
D) (10)

and this value does not change until the "eld / rolls to the point /"0 again.
The main idea of the scenario of broad parametric resonance is that each time when the "eld

/ approaches the point /"0, new s particles are being produced. Bose statistics implies, roughly
speaking, that the number of particles produced each time will be proportional to the number of
particles produced before. This leads to explosive process of particle production [36].

Bosons produced at that stage are far away from thermal equilibrium and have enormously large
occupation numbers. Explosive reheating leads to many interesting e!ects. For example, speci"c
nonthermal phase transitions may occur soon after preheating, which are capable of restoring
symmetry even in the theories with symmetry breaking on the scale &1016GeV [37]. These
phase transitions are capable of producing topological defects such as strings, domain walls and
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monopoles [38]. Strong deviation from thermal equilibrium and the possibility of production of
superheavy particles by oscillations of a relatively light in#aton "eld may resurrect the theory of
GUT baryogenesis [39] and may considerably change the way baryons are produced in the
A%eck}Dine scenario [40], and in the electroweak theory [41].

Usually, only a small fraction of the energy of the in#aton "eld &10~2g2 is transferred to the
particles s when the "eld / approaches the point /"0 for the "rst time [42]. The role of
the parametric resonance is to increase this energy exponentially within several oscillations of the
in#aton "eld. But suppose that the particles s interact with fermions t with the coupling htM ts. If
this coupling is strong enough, then s particles may decay to fermions before the oscillating "eld
/ returns back to the minimum of the e!ective potential. If this happens, parametric resonance
does not occur. However, something equally interesting may occur instead of it: the energy density
of the s particles at the moment of their decay may become much greater than their energy density
at the moment of their creation. This may be su$cient for a complete reheating. We called it
`instant preheatinga [42].

Indeed, prior to their decay the number density of s particles produced at the point /"0
remains practically constant [36], whereas the e!ective mass of each s particle grows as ms"g/
when the "eld / rolls up from the minimum of the e!ective potential. Therefore their total energy
density grows. One may say that s particles are `fatteneda, being fed by the energy of the rolling
"eld /. The fattened s particles tend to decay to fermions at the moment when they have the
greatest mass, i.e. when / reaches its maximal value &10~1M

1
, just before it begins rolling back to

/"0.
At that moment s particles can decay to two fermions with mass up to mt&(g/2)10~1M

1
, which

can be as large as 5]1017GeV for g&1. This is 5 orders of magnitude greater than the masses of
the particles which can be produced by the usual decay of / particles. As a result, the chain reaction
/PsPt considerably enhances the e$ciency of transfer of energy of the in#aton "eld to matter.

More importantly, superheavy particles t (or the products of their decay) may eventually
dominate the total energy density of matter even if in the beginning their energy density was
relatively small. For example, the energy density of the oscillating in#aton "eld in the theory with
the e!ective potential (j/4)/4 decreases as a~4 in an expanding universe with a scale factor a(t).
Meanwhile the energy density stored in the nonrelativistic particles t (prior to their decay)
decreases only as a~3. Therefore, their energy density rapidly becomes dominant even if originally
it was small. A subsequent decay of such particles leads to a complete reheating of the universe.

This is exactly what happens in the theories where the post-in#ationary motion of the in#aton
"eld occurs along a #at direction of the e!ective potential. In such theories the standard scenario of
reheating does not work because the "eld / does not oscillate. Until the invention of the instant
preheating scenario the only mechanism of reheating discussed in the context of such models was
based on the gravitational production of particles [43]. The mechanism of instant preheating is
much more e$cient. After the moment when s particles are produced their energy density grows
due to the growth of the "eld /. Meanwhile the energy density of the "eld / moving along a #at
direction of <(/) decreases extremely rapidly, as a~6(t). Therefore, very soon all energy becomes
concentrated in the particles produced at the end of in#ation, and reheating completes [42,44].

Creation of fermions after in#ation may work even without an intermediate stage of creation of
bosons [45,46]. Indeed, the process of creation of bosons and fermions is most e$cient at the
moment when their mass vanishes. For fermions with mass m interacting with the scalar "eld with
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a constant g it occurs at the moment when m#g/"0. Then the masses of fermions created at
/+!m/g grow and become equal to m after in#ation (if the e!ective potential has a minimum at
/"0). This process, just as the process of fermion production in the original version of the instant
preheating scenario, can produce fermions with masses up to 1018GeV [46]. The number of
fermions produced in each moment when the mass of the fermions vanishes in this scenario is
smaller than in the scenario of Ref. [42], but the possibility of a direct production of supermassive
fermions is rather attractive.

7. Conclusions

During the last 20 years in#ationary theory gradually became the standard paradigm of modern
cosmology. But this does not mean that all di$culties are over and we can relax. First of all,
in#ation is still a scenario which changes with every new idea in particle theory. Do we really know
that in#ation began at Planck density 1094 g/cm3? What if our space has large internal dimensions,
and energy density could never rise above 1025 g/cm3 [47]? Was there any stage before in#ation? Is
it possible to implement in#ation in string theory/M-theory?

In#ationary theory evolved quite substantially, from old in#ation to the theory of chaotic eternal
self-reproducing universe. We learned that in most versions of in#ationary theory the universe
must be #at, and the spectrum of density perturbations should be also #at (`#at paradigma). But we
also learned that there are models where the spectrum of density perturbations is not #at. If
necessary, it is possible to obtain not only adiabatic perturbations, but also isocurvature non-
Gaussian perturbations with a very complicated spectrum. It is even possible to have in#ation with
XO1.

This situation makes some observers unhappy. Few years ago it seemed that one can easily
kill in#ationary theory if one "nds, for example, that the density of the universe is not equal to
the critical density. It would be an important scienti"c result. Now the situation changed. If we
"nd that X"1, it will be a con"rmation of in#ationary theory because 99% of in#ationary
models predict that X"1, and no other theories make this prediction. On the other hand, if
observations will show that XO1, it will not disprove in#ation. Indeed, the only consistent theory
of a large homogeneous universe with XO1 that is available now is based on in#ationary
cosmology.

Still in#ationary models are falsi"able. Each particular in#ationary model can be tested, and
many of them have been already ruled out by comparison of their predictions with observational
data. A new generation of precision experiments in cosmology are going to make our life even more
complicated and interesting. However, it is di$cult to disprove the basic idea of in#ation.

Typical lifetime of a new trend in high energy physics and cosmology nowadays is about 5}10
years. If it survived for a longer time, the chances are that it will be with us for quite a while.
In#ationary theory by now is 20 years old, and it is still very much alive. It is the only theory which
explains why our universe is so homogeneous, #at, and isotropic, and why its di!erent parts began
their expansion simultaneously. It provides a mechanism explaining galaxy formation and solves
numerous di!erent problems at the intersection between cosmology and particle physics. It seems
to be in a good agreement with observational data, and it does not have any competitors. Thus, we
have some reasons for optimism.
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